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Diet books can be inspiring too!
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T

he 5:2 diet has been a success everywhere. You eat whatever tasty
things you like, but less on two days a week. The authors make the
‘simple’ 5:2 method even simpler, for example by describing many
dishes that are suitable to put in the freezer.
The book contains about 70 recipes for breakfast, snacks, lunch and dinner
during the half-fasting days. They are divided according to calorie-content and
you can combine the recipes depending on how you want to eat (some will want
to eat everything at once, others a bit at a time). The between-meal snacks are
for those who want to start gently and test the diet. There are also some recipes
for up to 550 kcal/person for those who only want to eat one meal a day.
All the recipes are quick and easy to prepare while at the same time being
inspiring and delicious, for example ‘Carrot and coconut smoothie’ and
‘Crayfish wrap’. Some are suitable for making a large amount at once so you
can put portions in the freezer for future fasting days when you rarely feel like
preparing food from scratch.
The food looks good and has been photographed with a sure sense of style.
This is a 5:2 cookbook to inspire you!
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